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Facial recognition technologies are widely used in governmental and industrial applications. Together with the
advancements in deep learning (DL), human-centric tasks such as accurate age prediction based on face images
become feasible. However, the issue of fairness when predicting the age for different ethnicity and gender
remains an open problem. Policing systems use age to estimate the likelihood of someone to commit a crime,
where younger suspects tend to be more likely involved. Unfair age prediction may lead to unfair treatment of
humans not only in crime prevention but also in marketing, identity acquisition and authentication. Therefore,
this work follows two parts. First, an empirical study is conducted evaluating performance and fairness of
state-of-the-art systems for age prediction including baseline and most recent works of academia and the
main industrial service providers (Amazon AWS and Microsoft Azure). Building on the findings we present a
novel approach to mitigate unfairness and enhance performance, using distribution-aware dataset curation
and augmentation. Distribution-awareness is based on out-of-distribution detection which is utilized to
validate equal and diverse DL system behavior towards e.g. ethnicity and gender when predicting age. In
total we train 24 DNN models and utilize one million data points from five benchmark datasets to assess
the state-of-the-art for face recognition algorithms performance and fairness. We evaluated our proposed
methodology, demonstrating an improvement in mean absolute age prediction error from 7.70 to 3.39 years
and a 4-fold increase in fairness towards ethnicity when compared to related work. Utilizing the presented
methodology we are able to outperform leading industry players such as Amazon AWS or Microsoft Azure in
both fairness and age prediction accuracy and provide the necessary guidelines to assess quality and enhance
face recognition systems based on DL techniques.

CCSConcepts: •Computingmethodologies→ Sceneunderstanding;Neural networks; •Human-centered
computing;

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Out-of-distribution detection, learning generalization, facial recognition,
age prediction

1 INTRODUCTION
Deep learning-based facial recognition systems are widely adopted by governments and industry
due to its high accuracy. In many cases, a publicly available face recognition service such as
Amazon’s AWS is used to identify faces and derive estimates to the gender, ethnicity as well as
age. Out of these tasks, age classification is considered one of the most challenging, given the
high number of possible ages and the small apparent physical difference among them [18]. At the
same time, accurate age classification is a very important task given its application in policing [4],
surveillance [9, 26], marketing [3, 9] and identity acquisition [4, 9]. In 2019 alone, spending for facial
recognition and age prediction services exceeded 3.2$ billion with defense and governmental sectors
as main contractors [56]. The public is exposed to the recognition services, whose information is
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processed and used in majority by governments and defense sector. Hence, assurance for quality
and fairness is of high importance.

However, recent public announcements [5, 10, 25] have shown that DL systems for age prediction
discriminate users regarding their gender or ethnicity. Here, services are considered unfair as the
average prediction is not similar for all ages when comparing ethnicity or gender. This results in
applications which use age prediction services to treat e.g. Caucasian different fromAsian (protected
features). On the contrary, a fair age prediction service would on average predict age similarly
among those protected features, which refer to those features that can be used to discriminate
an individual by law [57]. This has led big enterprises such as IBM to shut down their facial
recognition and age prediction services [41]. Amazon AWS and Microsoft Azure followed this trend,
limiting the usage of their services for governments and more specifically police institutions [6, 58].
Similar concerns are raised in academia, too, where unfairness is either detected or overlooked in
applications of age prediction research [20]. Joined by global calls for racial equality [42], these
recent developments motivate the analysis and improvement of fairness of DL systems used for
age prediction.

One strongly debated example is in the field of policing, where the likelihood to commit a crime
is higher for a younger person than an older one. When, e.g., Afro-American faces are classified
several years younger than Asian faces for the same actual age, policing system relying on DL-based
age prediction models will raise more warnings for Afro-American ethnicity groups than for Asian
ethnicity groups. Thereby, the age prediction service causes unfair treatment.
In the field of age prediction, recent work has extensively studied deep neural network (DNN)

architectures [66, 68, 69] or learning optimizations during training [45, 69] to enhance performance,
which is commonly measured by mean absolute error of predicting age (MAE). However, the
results and approaches demonstrate a concentrated focus on performance while neglecting the
issue of fairness. For example, related work evaluates performance on heavily imbalanced datasets
in regards to gender or ethnicity [48, 66, 83, 84], while others have shown that training DNN
models with ethnicity-imbalanced datasets leads to performance-differences among ethnicity up to
34.7% [14]. In addition, one to two datasets are used to evaluate related work approaches. Hence,
comparing approaches with reported performance is an infeasible task, when imbalanced datasets
for evaluation differ. Therefore, we identify two main areas which motivate and guide this work.
The first area is about evaluating performance and fairness of current state-of-the-art (SOTA)
in industry and academia for age prediction on the same dataset. The second area targets the
mitigation of unfairness and the creation of high performing and fair age prediction systems.

Following the presented areas, this work is structured in two parts. First, we conduct a large-scale
empirical study integrating the most recent works in academia [18, 66] as well as evaluating the
main industry services provided by Amazon AWS and Microsoft Azure. We further integrate a
human study as comparison, which contains 7,500 samples. In total, we train 24 DNN models
and utilize one million data points from five benchmark datasets to answer four guiding research
questions (RQs). "RQ1: How balanced are commonly used benchmark datasets regarding age and
protected features?" motivates the analysis of the commonly used age prediction datasets with special
focus on sample-size distribution of age, gender and ethnicity. "RQ2: How does balanced testing
impact reported SOTA performance?" assesses how well related work performs in different settings
and different protected feature at equal proportion. Thereby, we minimize potential advantage to
systems which are trained in majority on one setting which is also existing in majority in the test set
for evaluation e.g. one particular ethnicity. "RQ3: How fair and accurate are SOTA industry, academia
and human perception?" builds on the findings of RQ2 and enlarges the study to industry, further
academia, and human perception for comparison. This provides a quantitative foundation for "RQ4:
What are the implications of unfairness?", in which we infer the weaknesses and strengths of related
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work’s performance towards overall fairness and ethnicity or gender individually. Our results
enable to identify unfair behavior towards age prediction in both academia and industry, with
AWS being the most unfair system mis-classifying e.g., female faces on average 4.03 years younger
than male faces and Afro-American faces on average 5.22 years younger than Asian faces. Similar
patterns are observed in academia. Overall, we show that all systems deviate significantly from
their reported performance when evaluated on data which integrates diverse settings and equal
proportions of protected features which is commonly encountered in real-world setting. These
findings give us strong motivation to develop a new a approach to mitigate unfair behavior and
create high performing DL systems for age-prediction along two data-driven enhancements. First,
we present an algorithmic approach to curate a balanced dataset and further integrate DNN-based
distribution-awareness to understand how certain the DNN model predicts data regarding different
features. Second, we optimize the data balancing efforts by introducing a novel distribution-aware
data augmentation approach to fix remaining inequalities of size for age. For the data augmentation
we utilize distribution-awareness, namely out-of-distribution detection, to filter too similar and
unrealistic augmentations to increase the generalization capabilities of the DNN model.

To summarize, our main contributions of this study are:
• We evaluate performance and fairness on related work and industry, identifying differences
in predicting age among ethnicity and gender of up 7.59 years.
• We show how to improve the training data such that performance and fairness increase,
reducing mean absolute error from 7.70 to 3.39 years and showing an 4-fold increase in
fairness score compared to related work.
• Finally, we introduce a novel way for data balancing and data augmentation using out-of-
distribution detection for too similar and unrealistic data, demonstrating its effectiveness by
increasing the DNN model’s ability to predict unknown age prediction benchmark datasets
by 20.0%.

This work is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the necessary background and compares our
approach with related work. Section 3 introduces the design of our empirical study and technical
methodology for enhancement. Section 4 evaluates the study and technical contribution. In Section
5, we discuss the results and provide an overall research guidance. Section 6 concludes the work.
The code together with DNN models, datasets and methodologies is available on our public

repository1.

2 BACKGROUND & RELATEDWORK
2.1 Age Prediction
Predicting age using facial images has been studied for years. Early work mainly focuses on
extracting facial features using principal component analysis (PCA) [74] or Eigen Faces [44] to
predict real age. Similarly, Kwon et al. [48] extracted features such as nose and chin in combination
with wrinkle analysis. Others use human aging patterns [29] and bio-inspired features [30] to
predict age.

Recently, with the success of deep learning and more specifically convolutional neural networks
(CNN), the field could advance as shown throughout various contests [2, 15, 23, 77]. Similar to
initial approaches, Yi et al. [53, 80] utilize CNNs to extract facial features to estimate age. Chen et
al. [16] transform age prediction into a ranking estimation problem. In another study, Zhu et al. [89]
proposed a network called Conditional Multi-Adversarial AutoEncoder with Ordinal Regression
(CMAAE-OR), which is based on complex generative adversarial network (GAN) data enhancement

1Our repository is available at https://github.com/davidberend/FairnessMatters

https://github.com/davidberend/FairnessMatters
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to estimate age as well as future or past appearance of a person. This approach achieves an overall
mean absolute error (MAE) of 3.27 on commonly used MORPH-2 dataset [65]. The best performance
on MORPH-2 is achieved by Zhang et al. [84] who utilize a network called AL-RoR which combines
long- and short-term memory (LSTM) architecture [37] and residual networks [33] to achieve 2.36
MAE. Another study from Rothe et al. [66] presents a method based on common classification
networks such as VGG-16 [71] and transferable to ResNet-50 [33] or DenseNet-121 [38] which
makes it easy-reproducible while maintaining comparably good performance of 2.68 MAE. Thereby,
the approach of Rothe et al. ranks among the top works [60] and provides a general approach
which this work follows.

We identify that the majority of related work trained DNN models on a single benchmark
dataset and reported their performance on the corresponding testset of the same benchmark. These
common benchmark datasets differ in size and differ in the diversity of scenes. For example, related
work [29, 66, 84] use a dataset which contains only images from similar human pose with white
background while others [53] evaluate their approach using a dataset collected from social media
sources which integrates significantly higher diversity in overall settings [24]. Thereby, approaches
from related works are difficult to compare by their reported results as the data for evaluation
is fundamentally different. We hypothesize that the same dataset should be utilized to compare
different approaches. Furthermore, discussed approaches and DL systems are commonly used on a
variety of applications after deployment. Therefore, we further hypothesize that a DL system should
be evaluated with a dataset which inherits different scenes and settings to confidently evaluate
performance and fairness for deployment.

2.2 Fairness & Mitigation
Generally, an unfair model can be defined as making skewed decisions due to different protected
features, such as gender, ethnicity, religious/political belief or age [57].
In related literature, several unfairness mitigation techniques exist, which assume protected

features to be given directly as model input during training [20, 63, 85] or prevent a system to
be exploited by visual attacks [32, 40, 62, 78]. Given protected features explicitly as input, loss-
functions can be optimized towards fair representations [20, 63]. Additionally, having the explicit
protected features, the fairness of the model can be measured quantitatively using a commonly
used metric called p-rule [12, 39, 47, 82]. Furthermore, white-box fairness testing techniques [86]
assess the fairness of a DL system using gradient computation and clustering techniques.

In age prediction, unfair behavior exists when the average predicted age differs among protected
features. However, with facial recognition, protected features are not passed directly as input,
instead they are naturally inherited in the picture. This makes the network unable to directly
identify a protected feature (e.g., gender or ethnicity) as a matter of ground truth which makes
it common to observe inaccuracies in facial recognition and age prediction systems. One recent
work regarding unfairness analysis and mitigation for age prediction is performed by Clapés et
al. [18], which is used in this work as baseline comparison. Here unfairness in age estimation is
introduced through protected features e.g., age, gender, and ethnicity as well as non-demographic
characteristics of a person such as make-up, hair or facial expression. In addition, the difference
between the real age of a person and their apparent age is analyzed. The proposed unfairness
correction involves shifting the apparent age towards the actual age during training. Nevertheless,
the results remain questionable as the reported mean absolute error (MAE) varies on average by
12 years, meaning that a face of a person of age 25 is predicted on average wrong on a scale from
13 - 37 years old. In addition, the results are reported based on one DNN model architecture and
use MAE as single performance metrics. Das et al. [20] propose a MultiTask-CNN to mitigate
unfairness in age prediction. Here, the DNN model architecture is enlarged to age, gender and
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ethnicity classification at the same time. The results of age prediction are reported in accuracy
and vary from 69.5% to 80.1% among ethnicity. The evaluation, however, also focuses only on the
performance without assessing unfairness individually.

Overall, several advancements have been made when protected features can be given the DNN
model as direct input, which is not the case for age prediction based on face images. Here, mitigation
techniques for unfair DNN behavior remain less studied and are performed on DL system which
show low performance. Therefore, the reliability of previous methods is questioned and calls for a
mitigation approach based on high performing DL systems.

2.3 Distribution Awareness
As mentioned in the previous section, datasets used by related work to evaluate their approaches
differ in size among age and overall diversity of scenes captured in the data. Facial recognition and
thereby age prediction are used in a variety of settings in respect of different angles, backgrounds,
shapes, etc. DNN models trained on a less diverse data may perform badly when encountering a
broader range of such scene. Hence, it remains a viable task to verify that the training set integrates
the necessary diversity of scenes for deployment. In many cases datasets consists of hundreds of
thousands of samples, making it impossible to check its diversity manually. Therefore, it calls for a
systematic approach to analysis the overall diversity and distribution of the data.

One way to analyze diversity is directly on the data itself using unsupervised clustering (e.g. k-
means) [43] or stratified comparisons (e.g. splitting data by features) [75]. However, these mentioned
techniques are analyzing data directly without addressing how it is perceived by the DNN model.
For example, two independent DNN models have a different architecture and are trained with
the same data. After training, the performance between the two DNN models may be different,
meaning they have learned the data distribution in different ways. Therefore, analyzing the data
alone regarding its diversity and distribution is not enough, as the decision is ultimately by the
DNN model. To analyze data by the DNN model behavior out-of-distribution (OOD) detection
mechanisms exist. Here, data is analyzed through the perspective of the DNN model, revealing the
perceived diversity of different populations in the data and granting a novel perspective on facial
recognition and age prediction datasets.

For definition of OOD, related work [11, 35, 36] distinguishes two totally different datasets from
another. Here dataset A has a data distribution DA another dataset B has a distribution DB . If they
have a totally different distribution (e.g., dataset A contains face images and dataset B contains
animal images), the DNN is not expected to handle the data from B. If howeverA and B have similar
distributions, the DNN model is more likely to handle data from B correctly. The distributions are
based on OOD scores which are extracted from the DNN model and vary in calculation depending
on the OOD method.

Various techniques have been recently proposed to address the challenge of OOD detection, such
as [17, 35, 36, 49, 51, 52, 54, 59, 64, 70, 73, 76]. These techniques provide different ways to evaluate
the distribution of training data. Hendrycks et al. [34, 36] use the maximum Softmax probability
of the DNN model output as OOD score. Liang et al. [52, 54] add additional input manipulation
to retrieve the score. Others [64, 70, 76] utilize separately trained DNN models or DNN model
architecture-change to calculate the OOD-score distribution behavior.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to employ OOD techniques in facial recognition

and age prediction domain which enables validating that a DNN model has learned to predict data
from various scenes and to validate that a DNNmodel predicts such scenes similar among protected
features. Age prediction brings three main challenges to OOD. First, age prediction includes many
output classes (typically 100 different ages), for which techniques such as [35, 36, 54, 59] have been
under performing as tested by Amit & Levy et al. [7]. Second, the goal is to provide a lightweight
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and reproducible approach, which conflicts with OOD techniques requiring separately trained
models [17, 36, 49, 70], additional OOD data [36, 51, 70], or are computationally intensive [52].
Hence, our choice falls on Gaussian Likelihood OOD Detector [7]. Furthermore, compared to Lee
et al. [52], GLOD is computationally efficient and can be adjusted as presented in this paper to not
require additional retraining of the DNN model.

3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Overview
We present this work in two parts. Following Figure 1, we first conduct an empirical study to
evaluate how fair and accurate the current state-of-the-art age prediction algorithms used in both
industry and academia are when evaluated on data which stems from various scenes and balanced
among gender and ethnicity. The analysis guides in identifying current weakness and strengths of
related work and concludes with the drivers for potential unfairness and performance. Based on
our findings, the second part addresses the identified weaknesses and proposes two enhancement
techniques and one validation technique, namely protected feature balancing, distribution-aware
data augmentation, and out-of-distribution detection.

One of the main findings in related work is that there is a high imbalance of gender and ethnicity
in popular benchmark datasets which are used to train and evaluate DNN models. Hence, our
first enhancement proposes an algorithmic approach towards merging and curating balanced and
diverse datasets for training and evaluation of age prediction DL systems. We then utilize a tailored
OOD-technique to validate the trained DNN model on perceiving data similarly among protected
features. We identify that even with our best efforts, a perfect balance among protected features
and age cannot be achieved given the available public benchmark datasets which is a common
problem especially in industry. Therefore, we propose distribution-aware data augmentation as the
second enhancement to further balance data using most recent AutoAugment [19] and random
augmentation techniques. In addition, we study the impact of OOD-detection when filtering out
augmentations that are perceived unrealistic or too similar compared to the trained dataset.

3.2 Study Design
This section explains the general setup of the empirical study. The goal is to evaluate performance
of the existing state-of-the-art age prediction algorithms and identify its implications towards
fairness. The empirical study follows four research questions:

RQ1: How balanced are commonly used benchmark datasets regarding age and protected
features? We take a look at the benchmark datasets used by related work, namely APPA-REAL [18],
MORPH-2 [65], UTK-Face [88], andMega Asian [87] to identify their individual sample-size towards
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different ages from 1 to 100. Then, we identify the proportion of protected features in each sample.
Thereby, we can understand the distribution used for training of related work’s DL systems and
curate a balanced testset which enables a comprehensive evaluation and comparison among SOTA
DNN models.

RQ2: How does balanced testing impact reported SOTA performance? We hypothesize that
approaches for age prediction by related work are difficult to compare since they use datasets with
significantly different distributions and style. Therefore, we evaluate two settings on a trained DNN
model from related work [66] which is trained on commonly used imbalanced dataset MORPH-2.
For the first setting the corresponding MORPH-2 testset is used to evaluate performance. For the
second setting the balanced testset from RQ1 is used to evaluate performance and compared with
setting one. Furthermore, fairness is assessed, in particular the differences in predicted age for
ethnicity or gender.

RQ3: How fair and accurate are SOTA industry, academia and human perception? We
aim at validating potential findings from RQ2 by extending the study to industry, including Amazon
AWS andMicrosoft Azure DL systems, as well as one further related work from academia [18] which
is considered as baseline. In addition, a human study from APPA-REAL [1] is used as comparison
with 7500 age predictions to provide a conclusive perspective on the DL system performance
regarding actual and apparent age.

RQ4: What are the implications for unfairness? Answering the aforementioned research
questions, we acquire a fine-grained understanding of the overall SOTA DNN model performance
and the individual performance regarding ethnicity and gender. Thereby, we are able to study the
differences between the protected features to formulate a conclusion on what fairness means in
context of age prediction and on how fair the protected features are classified by current SOTA.

3.3 Enhancement Approach
As described in Section 2 regarding age prediction, the focus of related work is in majority on
improving performance in MAE using a single dataset, which is similar in style and imbalanced
among age, gender and ethnicity. Hence, the problem of unfair prediction is mostly neglected.
Building on the findings of the empirical study, we propose two algorithmic approaches to (1)
curate balanced datasets regarding protected features and (2) optimize the balancing efforts with
data augmentation. For both enhancements, we further introduce distribution-awareness using
out-of-distribution detection as validation technique and data selection technique. Thereby, we
approach performance and fairness enhancement from a data-driven perspective and evaluate each
technique with the proposed evaluation criteria of Section 4.2.

3.3.1 Distribution Awareness. Distribution awareness lies at core in both of the enhancements.
We acknowledge its relevance from two perspectives. First, a dataset may be balanced in quantity
regarding protected features, while the diversity between features and scenes is low. Therefore,
distribution-awareness enables validating that a DNN model has learned to predict data from
various scenes and validating that a DNN model predicts such scenes similar among protected
features. For example, a dataset may consist of 10,000 faces from both Caucasian and Asian faces.
However, for Caucasian faces, 2000 images are taken from 5 subjects while for Asian faces, 10
images are taken from 1000 subjects. Thereby, the number of different subjects for Asian faces is
200 times higher, which has higher diversity and gives the DNN model a better ability to predict
age for Asian faces, as it is familiar with more styles of shapes and sizes. The second perspective
focuses on filtering data. When data augmentation is used, not all augmentations may be considered
relevant to the application or may be considered as outliers. We hypothesize that too similar and too
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different (unrealistic) augmentations in respect to the training set, may be harmful to DNN model
performance or the ability to generalize to unknown inputs. Hence, we utilize OOD-detection
techniques to identify the right thresholds of OOD scores (based on the Gaussian likelihood of a
prediction) to filter out too similar as well as too different augmentations to validate our hypothesis.
In related work in Section 2, we identify that current SOTA OOD techniques have several

drawbacks: (1) difficulty on handling many output classes, (2) require additional data to familiarize
the DNN system with application-irrelevant data or (3) require additional model adjustments or
training of separate DNN models for OOD detection. The identified technique Gaussian Likelihood
out-of-distribution Detector (GLOD) achieves highest reported accuracy among related work and
addresses the first two drawbacks. However, the original method requires DNN model adjustments
to retrieve the Gaussian likelihood for OOD score calculation. Hence, we integrate a variant of the
GLOD technique, which is able to directly calculate the OOD score, without any further retraining
of the DNN model.

The full GLOD implementation replaces the last fully-connected layer with a Gaussian likelihood
layer and requires further training such that the data representation is learned. In our case we resort
to an adjusted version of GLOD that only replaces the final layer for score calculation without
training a specific data representation for the layer beforehand.
For the score calculation, GLOD utilizes a Gaussian likelihood layer in order to model the

likelihood of each class in the penultimate representation. The penultimate layer is commonly used
for analysis as it contains the most processed information without limiting the feature space to the
relatively small number of output classes. Thereby, the use of this layer supplies the DNN with the
capability to estimate certainty at the highest granularity; the closer the sample to the class center
is, the higher the confidence that the input belongs to a certain class and thereby to the trained
distribution. With the help of the Gaussian layer the data is represented as a multivariate Gaussian.
The multivariate Gaussian [8] has two parameters, a center vector and a co-variance matrix. The
Gaussian layer includes those two parameters for each class, which are directly calculated based on
the training data via the variant presented in this paper. For class c and penultimate representation
of the dataset X , we calculate the center µc and the co-variance Σc as follows:

µc =
1
|c |

∑
xi ∈c

xi (1)

Σc =
1
|c |

∑
xi ∈c
(xi − µc )(xi − µc )T (2)

With d-dimensional penultimate representation, where N stands for multivariate Gaussian
distribution as:

f (x |Σc ; µc ) = log
(
N(x |µc ; Σc )

)
= (3)

−d
2
loд(2π ) − 1

2
loд(|Σc |) −

1
2
(x − µc )T Σ−1c (x − µc )

To calculate the score, Equation 4 takes the probability ratio between the log of the predicted
classes and the not-predicted classes. Compared to other OOD techniques, which only utilize the
probability of the predicted class, GLOD is capable of integrating the overall DNNmodel behavior as
all class outcomes are integrated in calculation. Thereby, a more fine-grained analysis of OOD-score
distribution behavior is possible. Given the trained DNN model and the corresponding distribution
scores of the training data, an OOD score can be retrieved for a new input sample. K represents the
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group of the k class indices with the top likelihood scores, and does not contain ŷ.

LLR = loд(ppred ) − log(po |ŷ = c;k) (4)

For detection of outliers or out-of-distribution data, GLOD uses the LLR statistical test. This
test provides an estimate that measures how far away the sample is from its predicted class in the
penultimate representation. Samples that are too far away from their predicted class relatively to
other classes are given a low score and tagged as OOD. The LLR test is calculated as a subtraction
of two log-likelihood scores. The first one is the log-likelihood of the predicted class:

loд(ppred (x)) = max
c ∈{1, ...,C }

f (x |µc ; Σc ) (5)

and the second one is an estimate for the log-likelihood outside of the predicted class:

log(po(x |ŷ = c;k) =
1
k

∑
i ∈K

f (x |µk ; Σk ) (6)

The parameter K may be commonly set to the number of available output classes. Nevertheless,
for applications such as age prediction, it is not guaranteed that data exists for all 100 classes
which influences overall score calculation as the Gaussian clusters are then placed randomly in the
overall calculation space contributing unproportionally to each calculation. Hence, the flexibility of
adjusting K enables the OOD technique to adjust to available classes or represent the data in the
appropriate application-specific way.

To identify that two OOD-score distributions are significantly different, we use the t-value as it
is a common measure used to distinguish two OOD-score distributions from each other [81].
Using the presented OOD score provided by the adjusted GLOD technique, we are able to

distinguish diversity between ethnicity or gender using the overall OOD-score distribution and are
able to filter augmentations which are perceived too similar or different by the DNN model using
thresholds regarding OOD-score. Furthermore, the higher the overlap of the individual protected
feature OOD-score distributions the more similar they are predicted. Thereby, we hypothesize
that similarly perceived feature OOD-score distributions contribute to fair learned representation
between such features.

3.3.2 Protected Feature Balancing. The first enhancement is based on balancing data among
all ages and between protected features. We hypothesize that balanced training data will result
in a trained DNN model which predicts protected features at similar accuracy and age to address
the fairness problem. Our novelty in the balancing approach lies in validating the effectiveness of
balancing by analyzing the diversity of the dataset using OOD-technique GLOD. We hypothesize
that a similar diversity of OOD scores among protected features points towards similar performance
and higher fairness. Since data shortages are nothing unrare, perfect balancing is not always
guaranteed, for which diversity validation techniques offer a way to estimate deployment-readiness.
As a result, datasets are balanced in overall quantity of protected features, e.g., 1000 Asian face
images and 1000 Caucasian face images, and diversity, e.g., 100 subjects of each ethnicity from
which the images were taken from.

The main challenge lies on curating a dataset which inherits a diverse amount scenes to help the
DNN model learn the variety of settings it will encounter in the real world after deployment. Since
age prediction is a human-centric task, the DNN model requires to learn the representations of
protected features equally to predict themwith the same average age. Our proposed Algorithm 1 lies
emphasis on protected features, such as ethnicity or gender while extracting the data from different
sources with the goal to maximize diversity and similarity among average age prediction. First, data
is segmented for each class c in all the classes C (which are 1-100 ages in this case), with the total
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Algorithm 1: Curating protected feature balanced dataset
Result: Processed balanced dataset

1 num_sample ←Sum of number of samples from all datasets by class C and state S ;
2 sort(num_sample by s);
3 max_sample ←min{quantile(num_samplec,s , 0.8)|s ∈ S};
4 min_sample ←max{quantile(num_samplec,s , 0.2)|s ∈ S};
5 for all c ∈ C do
6 threshold ←min{num_samplec,s |s ∈ S};
7 threshold ←min(max_sample,max(min_sample, threshold));
8 ds_num ← number of datasets;
9 select_size ← threshold/ds_num;

10 for all s ∈ S do
11 sort(D,c,s);
12 for all d ∈ D do
13 num ←length of dc,s ;
14 if num < select_size then
15 select all data in dc,s ;
16 remain ← select_size − num;
17 update(select_size, remain) ;
18 else
19 random_select(dc,s , select_size);
20 end
21 end
22 end
23 end

number of samples for each state s of protected features S (which are ethnicity and gender in our
case) for all datasets D (Line 1). Then, the minimum number of samples among all states for class c
is identified as the sampling threshold to make sure each state has the same number of samples
after balancing (Line 6). Also, maximum and minimum sample sizes (max_sample,min_sample) are
defined to serve as cutoff threshold to avoid overfitting issues where samples are highly concentrated
on only a few ages. Grouping the data by age for each state, the minimum amountmin_sample is
identified by selecting a threshold at the 0.2 quantile of the age sample sizes and the 0.8 quantile as
the maximummax_sample (Line 2-4). Withmin_sample all data is taken into consideration if the
available sources together do not possess the necessary amount for balancing. Thereby, a necessary
base performance is enabled while maximizing fairness to the best ability. Withmax_sample the
ratio among individual sample size per age can be maintained to reduce risks regarding overfitting.
For each age from 1 to 100 a age threshold is retrieved based on the smallest state of the available age
sample. The threshold is adjusted tomin_sample ormax_sample if it smaller or higher respectively
(Line 7). Afterward, it is divided by the number of available datasets which serve as data sources to
retrieve select_size (Line 8-9). Finally, select_size of data is extracted from each state s from each
source dataset d to maximize balance among protected features S and diversity among datasets
d . In case d has insufficient data available the remainder remain is calculated and taken from the
other sources (Line 19). If sufficient data exists, select_size of data is random sampled from dc,s
(Line 15-17). The detailed approach for dataset creation is shown in Algorithm 1.
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Following the balancing approach, we present a systematic way to curate datasets with similar
occurrence of protected features among age and high diversity among source datasets. Thereby, a
DNN model may be able to capture information equally for all classes and features, which will be
evaluated by the validation step using OOD detection.

3.3.3 Distribution-AwareDataAugmentation. The second enhancement is distribution-aware
data augmentation. Augmenting data is a common practice to enhance datasets such that the
DNN model is able to learn additional features, which may contribute to overall performance,
generalization, and fairness. For performance, we hypothesize that balanced datasets achieve better
results than imbalanced datasets when evaluated in the real-world setting. For age prediction in
particular, benchmark datasets are commonly imbalanced among age. Hence, being able to augment
samples from minority classes contributes to the balancing approach. For generalization, the DNN
models may become more robust to unknown data as new features are learned, which may enable
prediction of the unknown inputs with higher accuracy. For fairness, data augmentation enables
further balancing between protected features, which may contribute positively to similar average
age prediction between, e.g., ethnicity.
One drawback from augmentations however is that even under careful consideration of aug-

mentation parameters there is no guarantee that all augmentations can be considered realistic or
feasible to the trained distribution of the DNN model. At the same time, some augmentations may
not produce a significant change to the initial image and may thereby be considered as too similar,
which may cause overfitting to one specific data representation.

Therefore, we apply out-of-distribution detection to identify at what point augmentations exceed
realism and at what point augmented change is too low and therefore the result remaining too
similar. We define cut-off thresholds based on OOD score to filter out the undesired augmentations.
Thereby, the model can be enhanced with highly diverse yet realistic augmentations.

For the augmentation approach,max_num is defined by the maximum number of samples among
classes and states and themax_ratio is calculated to limit the number of augmentations in respect
to the overall dataset size and the individual age sample size (Line 3-4). Next, for each class c and
state s , auд_ratioc,s is calculated specifically to identify the size of necessary augmentations to
enhance balance without overfitting to a specific data representation (Line 7-10). Afterward, OOD
analysis is employed, calculating the OOD-scores for all augmentations and sorting the data by
the score (Line 13). Using defined thresholds for unrealistic and too similar for the OOD-score
distribution, the augmentations are random sampled from the defined area following the same
approach as in the balancing algorithm indicated as Balanced_sample() by calculating select_size
(Line 16) as the minimum number of samples among all protected_features S after augmentation
(Line 17-19). Our overall approach is formalized in Algorithm 2.

To produce augmentations, we utilize and compare AutoAugment [19], which represents one
of the most recent contributions for augmentation creation, and random augmentation guided
by defined parameters. Auto-Augment integrates several pre-defined settings which are used
depending on the feedback of the DNN-model. Thereby, it claims to produce high diversity, yet
model compatible inputs. For random augmentation we define parameters following previous
work [11] and validate 100+ of the outcomes manually to make sure realism of produced images is
maintained. For further validation, we manually assess behavior by visualizing augmentations of
different OOD score.
We hypothesize that augmentations with high OOD score may harm the overall DNN model

performance in MAE as their diversity exceeds the trained OOD-score distribution and may be
considered unrealistic towards real-world scenarios. For generalization, both face images with
low and high OOD score may contribute, whereas it is likely that the more diverse (i.e., with a
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Algorithm 2: Creation of augmentation dataset
Result: Augmented dataset for finetuning

1 median_num ← median number of samples in dataset;
2 mean_num ← average number of samples in dataset;
3 max_num ← maximum number of samples in dataset;
4 max_ratio ← ceil(median_num/mean_num);
5 for all c ∈ C do
6 for all s ∈ S do
7 num ← number of samples in datasetc,s ;
8 auд_ratioc,s ← ceil(max_num/num);
9 auд_ratioc,s ←min(auд_ratioc,s ,max_ratio);

10 augmenting data according to auд_ratioc,s ;
11 end
12 end
13 calculating OOD_scores from OOD_analysis(auдmented_data);
14 splitting auдmented_data according to OOD_scores;
15 for all c ∈ C do
16 get(select_size);
17 for all s ∈ S do
18 balanced_sample(auдmented_datac,s , select_size);
19 end
20 end

higher OOD score) the augmentation is, the better the DNN model may generalize. To test our
hypothesis, we utilize a fifth benchmark dataset FG-NET [50] which is non-integral to the training
or testing set, differs in style and therefore unrelated to the learned data OOD-score distribution of
the trained DNN model. The dataset contains images of 82 people from which 10-15 pictures were
taken at different age. In total, it consists of 1000 face images, which are used for validating the
DNN model’s ability to generalize towards unknown data from various scenes and settings.

4 EVALUATION
Following the proposed methodology, we structure the evaluation into two parts. First, we conduct
an empirical study of the existing state-of-the-art to analyze performance and fairness on both
imbalanced and balanced data. Addressing the strengths and weaknesses of current SOTA, we eval-
uate distribution-aware balancing and distribution-aware data augmentation following Section 3.3.
Finally, we conclude by comparing our approach to related work.

4.1 Experimental Setup
Data. One important aspect concerning the evaluation is the testing dataset used to analyze the

performance of the individual systems. Hence, we curate a testing set presented in Figure 3 which
inherits face images from four commonly used benchmark datasets with the goal of diversifying
faces. Most importantly, we combine the datasets to the best of our ability to equally balance each
ethnicity (Asian, Caucasian and Afro-American) following Algorithm 1. This enables fine-grained
analysis of the DNN model in a setting it would face after deployment encountering images of
different style with faces varying in shape and size.
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(a) Only black (b) No face (c) No face (d) 2+ faces (e) 2+ faces (f) Anomaly (g) Anomaly

Fig. 2. Pre-processing examples
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Fig. 3. Balanced dataset sample-size distribution

Pre-Processing. To carefully analyze common benchmark datasets, we identify potential sources
for invalid face images. To further accelerate the discovery of such images, a face recognition
DNN model is used to filter out images where zero faces or more than one face are identified. The
discovery shows four common sources of invalid samples: (1) totally black images, (2) abstract and
unrelated images without faces (anomalies), (3) comic or fiction related faces, and (4) multiple faces
of a group of people (examples are presented in Figure 2). With the help of face recognition DNN
model, we filtered out over 10,000+ out of 636,022 images, where most stemmed from IMDB-WIKI
benchmark dataset which is used for pre-training the DNN model.

DNN Model Architecture & Training. In this work a ResNet-50 architecture [33] is used consisting
of residual components and 2,560,000 parameters. In addition, VGG-16 [71] and DenseNet-121 [38]
architectures are utilized for validating the data-based hypothesis by observing similar behavior
between the architectures.

The DNN models are trained using Transfer Learning [72], which has shown significant perfor-
mance improvement in related work [66]. Here, the DNN models are pre-trained on large and noisy
data from ImageNet [21] (provided by PyTorch library [61]) and further pre-trained on commonly
used dataset IMDB-WIKI [67]. Thereby, the DNN model weights become pre-adjusted to the overall
domain, which can then be finetuned to a given application using a dataset with higher granularity.

Hyper-parameters. For the DNN model optimizer, the approach of Rothe et al. [66] is followed
who use an Adam optimizer with learning rate at 0.001 for pre-training on ResNet-50 and DenseNet-
121 architecture. For DNN model with VGG-16 architecture an SGD optimizer with learning rate at
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0.001 is utilized instead, as previous work has shown low learning effectiveness with Adam [46].
During finetuning, the learning rates are all set to 0.0001. In addition, the learning rate is reduced
every 40 epochs by a factor of 5 for all settings.

Technical Setup. The experiments are conducted on a high performance computer cluster with
each cluster node running a GNU/Linux system with Linux kernel 4.4.0 on 2 18-core 2.3GHz Intel
Xeon CPU E5-2699 with 190 GB RAM equipped with two NVIDIA Tesla P/M40 GPU.

4.2 Evaluation metrics
4.2.1 Fairness Metrics. For fairness evaluation, two metrics are utilized which are based on
existing principles of fairness assessment and tailored towards age prediction. The first fairness
testing criteria is perception distance, which measures the average difference between actual and
perceived age. This metric is provides insight in assessing by how much each, e.g., ethnicity is
perceived younger or older compared to the actual age of the sample.

For the second fairness metric, the common fairness metric, namely mean-distance presented in
Section 2.2 is utilized in combination with the p-rule as estimate when an application is considered
fair. The p-value, guided by the Uniform Guidelines On Employee Selection Procedures [12], is set at
80%, which implies that if 80% of the samples are predicted similar, we consider the DL system fair.
In detail, the fairness score provides an aggregated metric to compare how different protected

features are predicted, which provides a decision support for any safety-critical or ethical-relevant
application, such as public surveillance.

To calculate the mean-distance for the fairness score, the mean distance in average predicted age
yi between all candidates s is calculated and validated if it is close enough to threshold t (shown as
F in Function 8), which is set to 3 years following average error reported by SOTA DL system [66]
and the severity of safety-critical applications such as policing systems [4]. In this case 3 years of
difference in average age prediction is the limit at which fair treatment between protected features
is considered. To retrieve F , the perceived age P from one candidate s1, e.g., Asian, is taken and
then compared via K (Function 9) to all the perceived ages P (Function 9) of all other candidates,
e.g., Afro-American and Caucasian. If K satisfies the requirement between all candidates, F returns
a positive value following the indicator function 1. Since F can either be either 0 or 1, we divide
the total positive results for F by the total number of ages, which gives us the fairness score p.
If p is above the p-value of 0.8 we consider the DL system fair. In Equation 7-9, ŷi is denoted as
the predicted age at the i-th sample, yi is denoted as the real age at the i-th sample, n is the total
number of the samples.

p =
1
n

n∑
i=1

F (yi |s) (7)

F (yi |s) = 1
((

m∑
j=2

K(yi |s1, sj )
)
=m − 1

)
(8)

K(yi |s1, sj ) = 1
(
|P(yi |s1) − P(yi |sj )| < t

)
(9)

4.2.2 PerformanceMetrics. To evaluate performance in classification tasks, the most commonly
used metric is top-1 accuracy, which calculates the mean of correct predictions. Given the difficulty
of age prediction and the number of classes, top-1 accuracy remains important for comparison
to other facial recognition applications, however, further performance metrics are required for
thorough evaluation of our study and enhancements.
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(a) APPA-REAL
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(b) MORPH-2
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(c) UTK-Face
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(d) Mega Asian

Fig. 4. Common benchmark dataset sample-size distributions stratified by ethnicity

Three commonly used metrics for age prediction are evaluated. In particular: MAE, CS(θ ) and
AMAE [28, 55]. MAE is the mean absolute error in years over all samples, CS(θ ) is the cumulative
score measuring the proportion of predictions which have an absolute error lower than θ . AMAE
measure the MAE for each age first and then takes the average over all the means of ages. CS(θ )
is sensitive to the choice of θ which may cause inaccuracy when comparing different DL system
approaches. AMAE may be considered effective when the number of samples per age are similar.
However, this is not the case for age prediction which is why for this study MAE is the key metric
to evaluate performance

Besides MAE and top-1 accuracy, we further choose 1-off accuracy as it evaluates performance
with higher tolerance given the difficulty of the prediction task. Here, a prediction is considered
correct when predicting age correctly and ±1 years older or younger.

4.3 Empirical Study
RQ1 motivates the analysis of the commonly used age prediction datasets with special focus on
sample-size distribution of age, gender and ethnicity. RQ2 assesses how well related work performs
in different settings and different protected feature at equal proportion. Thereby, we minimize
potential advantage to systems which are trained in majority on one setting or e.g. ethnicity which
may exist in majority in the test set, too. RQ3 builds on the findings of RQ2 and enlarges the study to
industry, academia, and human perception for comparison. This provides a quantitative foundation
for RQ4 in which we infer the weaknesses and strengths of related work towards fairness ethnicity
or gender specific performance.
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RQ1: How balanced are commonly used benchmark datasets regarding age and protected
features? For RQ1, the goal is to identify the sample-size distribution of protected features in the
four commonly used benchmark datasets which are used for training the DNN models by related
work and SOTA. We hypothesize that training a DNN model with imbalanced data among age and
ethnicity or gender has consequences on the individual accuracy of classes or features which may
result in unfair predictions. Therefore, we want to understand the sample-size distribution of the
data on which related work trained their DNN models.
Figure 4 presents the sample-size distribution split into three ethnicity Asian, Caucasian and

Afro-American. We identify that MORPH-2, one of the most popular datasets [65], consists of 80%
Afro-American, 19.8% Caucasian and 0.2% Asian faces. Similar patterns are observed for APPA-REAL
and UTK-Face. Mega Asian is meant to focus on one ethnicity only. Age wise, data is distributed
with higher concentration from age 16 to 55.

Answer to RQ1: Careful analysis of the datasets show that benchmark datasets contain data
which largely differs among age and ethnicity. Most work optimizes and compares DNN
models focusing on only one dataset, which is used for both training and testing. Hence,
reported performance is mostly constrained by an age range and a single ethnicity, which may
impose significant difficulties when evaluating the different approaches for deployment or
when comparing results between each other.

RQ2: Balanced testing on SOTA DNN Models. Given the results RQ1, all datasets show imbal-
anced sample-size distributions among age and protected features. In RQ2 the goal is to identify the
difference in performance and fairness when testing an imbalanced DNN model with two different
settings. The first setting is testing the DNN model on the original data, which was used by related
work to report results. The second setting is testing the DNN model on the curated balanced dataset
presented in Section 4.1 which integrates multiple datasets with each ethnicity in equal proportion.
In case the difference between the evaluation settings is high, it emphasizes that reported results of
related work are difficult to compare and require further quality assessment. First, the performance
of the DNN model is analyzed for setting one based on original imbalanced MORPH-2 dataset to
recreate results of related work. The results are presented for each ethnicity individually in Table 1
in row ’Unbalanced’. Overall, the MAE is 2.21 years, which is similar to the performance reported
by related work. Overall a fairness score of 0.78 is retrieved which is slightly below the p-value of
0.8 and therefore may almost be considered fair. We conclude that the DNN model performs under
unbalanced setting at state-of-the-art levels similar to the reported results by related work [57, 66].
For the second setting, Figure 5 presents the perceived age between ethnicity on the balanced

testset. The results in Table 1 in row ’balanced’ show that once the imbalanced DNN model is
evaluated on the balanced testset, the performance as well as fairness drop significantly. The mean
absolute error (MAE) increases from 2.21 to 7.70 years and fairness score decreases from 0.78 to 0.18.
Furthermore, following Figure 5 a large perception gap can be observed between ethnicity from
age 30 to 60. One reason for the performance drop may be the imbalance in available data per age
by the MORPH-2 dataset. Thereby, the DNN model is trained well for some ages while it has not
learned enough features for others. Nevertheless, the results also demonstrate, that even for those
ages with highest available data e.g. age 20 or 40 (Figure 4), the performance between ethnicity
varies 5 to 10 years (Figure 5), hinting towards an overall unfair treatment among protected features
and an underperforming DNN model.
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Table 1. Comparison of imbalanced and balanced testset evaluation

Testset MAE Acc (%) 1-off Acc (%) Perc. Fairness
unbalanced 2.21 21.01 46.52 -0.32 0.78
balanced 7.70 6.17 20.07 0.78 0.18
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Fig. 5. MORPH-2 DNN model on balanced testset

Answer to RQ2: The DNN model trained on commonly used imbalanced datasets, such as
MORPH-2, shows high performance on the original testing set. However, when evaluated
with the curated balanced testset, the DNN model starts to underperform with an increase
in mean absolute error from 2.21 to 7.70 years and fairness score dropping from 0.78 to 0.18.
The results question the ability to compare related work by their reported results, as training
and testing is done on datasets which vary in their distribution of age and protected features.
When considering deployment based on related work approaches their reported results may
lead to inaccurate and unfair behavior.

RQ3: Performance and fairness of SOTA academia, industry and humans. RQ2 ques-
tioned the ability to compare related work on their reported results, as the DL systems are evaluated
on different and imbalanced datasets. Having identified differences in performance when evaluating
on a balanced dataset, the study is extended to the two industry DL systems of AWS and Azure and
one further DL system of academia based on AlexNet [18] which serves as baseline to validate our
finding. In addition, we compare the results to a human study given by Agustsson et al. [1].

The results in Table 2 show the testing criteria for each DL system. Out of the four DL systems,
industry is leading in performance and fairness where Microsoft Azure shows an MAE of 6.38 and
a fairness score of 0.32. The worst MAE is retrieved on AlexNet, which serves as baseline given its
focus on fairness [18]. One further finding is that the fairness score does not necessarily correlate
with the accuracy or MAE. The reason may be that only the difference between the individual
protected features, such as ethnicity, plays a role, without integrating the difference to the actual
age. Thereby, in case all ethnicity are perceived equally bad, the fairness may still remain high. A
good example is the baseline AlexNet with the lowest performance but the highest fairness score
of 0.32. Compared to human performance all DL systems underperform with humans showing an
MAE of 5.26. However, humans tend to be the second worst in fairness score.
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Table 2. Balanced testset evaluation on SOTA

DL System MAE Accuracy (%) 1-off Accuracy (%) Perception Distance Fairness Score

Industry AWS 10.57 5.55 16.89 -7.68 0.25
Azure 6.39 6.91 20.30 -2.45 0.29

Academia Baseline 18.01 2.21 6.31 -6.26 0.32
DEX 7.70 6.17 20.07 0.78 0.18

Human Study 5.26 10.75 24.52 -0.10 0.20
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(a) Human
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(b) AWS
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(c) Azure
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(d) AlexNet
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Fig. 6. Ethnicity specific perception on related work

Answer to RQ3: Our initial finding of RQ2 is further reflected in the identified results, where
also AlexNet reported an MAE on dataset APPA-REAL between 11-12 which drops to 18
when evaluated on the balanced testset. All DL systems including human are not capable of
achieving the p-value in fairness score of 0.80, which emphasizes unfair behavior among the
state-of-the-art. The best DL system is Microsoft Azure with an MAE of 6.28.

RQ4: Implications towards unfairness. In RQ3 we identified significant differences in perfor-
mance and fairness among SOTA DL systems in both industry and academia. Now, we take a closer
look at the performance and fairness towards ethnicity and gender. This will give the necessary
insight to identify the implications for encountering unfair DL systems in the real-world.
Figure 6 presents the ethnicity perception for all SOTA models. We observe different behavior

between age ranges, which is why we choose to assess performance and fairness for the identified
ranges individually. We define the ranges from 1-30 years old and 30-70 years old. We do not
integrate results after 70 years as a data shortage is experienced given the benchmark datasets.
The fine-grained testing criteria results for both age ranges can be found in the appendix under
Tables 5, 6.

The results for the first age range (1-30 years) show that for industry, AWS classifies age the
most different between ethnicity, perceiving Caucasian faces on average 2.05 years younger than
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Afro-American faces. For academia, DEX shows the highest difference in age-perception, with
perceiving Caucasian faces on average 7.59 years older than Afro-American faces. Furthermore,
DEX perceives female faces on average 5.41 years older than male faces. Azure and AlexNet DNN
models as well as human perception do not show significant differences (below 2 years) for 1 to 30
year old age range. This behavior, however, changes dramatically for the second age range.

For range 31 to 70 years old, age is perceived between ethnicity and gender different than for the
previous age range. While human perception still performs best with around 3 years of difference
between both, ethnicity and gender, industry and academia DNN models differ at a much higher
rate. The highest difference in industry is again found for AWS, where Afro-American faces are
classified on average 5.22 years younger than Asian faces. In addition, female faces are classified
3.98 years younger than male ones. For Azure, similar tendencies are observed for gender, with
female faces being classified on average 4.03 years younger. Academia DNN models again show
the highest difference for ethnicity with around 6 years, however, show slightly lower difference
for gender, perceiving female faces around 3 years younger.

Answer to RQ4: High differences in perceiving average age between ethnicity and gender is
observed for both industry and academia DNN models. Given the fact that evaluated systems
are used for policing and large-scale human affecting applications, unfair behavior may be
experienced on a daily basis. Crime prevention systems tend to raise more warnings for
younger people. As AWS classifies Afro-American faces 5.22 years younger than Asian faces
the crime prevention systemwill raise more warnings for Afro-American ethnicity just because
of the inaccurate age prediction service. As a consequence, a crime prevention system will
treat Afro-American unfair. The results demonstrate an unfair age prediction system landscape
and call for improvement.

4.4 Data-Driven Enhancements
The results of the empirical study demonstrate the need for an improvement in performance and
fairness for age prediction. Having identified a large gap between reported results of related work
and retrieved results by this paper based on data similar to deployment scenario the enhancement
section focuses on data-driven enhancements to create DL systems with high performance and fair
predictions under deployment conditions.

4.4.1 Distribution-Aware Balancing of Protected Features. The empirical study shows that
DNN models behave significantly different when facing balanced and diverse testdata. One of
the identified reasons is that DL systems of related work are trained on imbalanced and varying
datasets, such as MORPH-2. Hence, the first enhancement is about curating a balanced and diverse
training set, train a SOTA DNN model architecture and compare the testing criteria on the same
balanced and diverse testing set used for the empirical study. Thereby, the impact of balanced data
is compared from training perspective.
For curating the dataset, we follow Algorithm 1 and utilize all four commonly used datasets

presented in Figure 4 and explained in Section 4.1. Having analyzed their individual sample-size
distribution towards protected features we combine the pre-processed datasets to create one large
and balanced finetuning dataset containing 122,599. The end result is illustrated in Figure 3 which is
split into 80% for training and 20% for testing while maintaining balance towards ethnicity. We then
compare the performance and fairness criteria of MORPH-2-based DNN model and the DNN model
trained on the balanced dataset following the training procedure outlined in the experimental
setup.
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Table 3. Improvement of distribution-aware balancing (indicated as Ours) compared to related work

DL System MAE Accuracy (%) 1-off Accuracy (%) Perception Distance Fairness Score

Industry AWS 10.57 5.55 16.89 -7.68 0.25
Azure 6.39 6.91 20.30 -2.45 0.29

Academia Baseline 18.01 2.21 6.31 -6.26 0.32
DEX 7.70 6.17 20.07 0.78 0.18

Human Study 5.26 10.75 24.52 -0.10 0.20
Ours 3.39 37.91 50.28 0.67 0.89

The results in Figure 7 and Table 3 show that the DNN model trained on the balanced dataset
achieves an MAE of 3.39 which is a 227.24% increase in performance compared to SOTA in academia
trained on imbalanced dataset with an MAE of 7.70. In addition, top-1 accuracy and 1-off accuracy
improve from 6.17% to 37.91% and from 20.07% to 50.28%, respectively. Fairness wise, the perception
distance from age 1 to 30 is 8.63 and from age 31 to 70 is 6.32 on the unbalanced model. For the
balanced model the distance is 3.34 for age 1 to 30 and 3.53 for age 31 to 70. The overall fairness
score for unbalanced and balanced DNN model are 18.68% and 87.91%, which shows a 370.61%
improvement.

Effectiveness of protected feature balancing enhancement: Overall, balancing the train-
ing data shows an improvement in MAE by 227.24% when compared to the previous SOTA
in academia. Compared to the best performing DL system in industry the balanced version
outperforms Microsoft Azure by 188.49%. In addition, the balanced DNN model is the first
system to achieve a fairness score of 87.91% above the p-value which indicates a fair system.

We further want to validate our results on balanced and imbalanced DNN model regarding the
overall diversity of the datasets. For example, face images of MORPH-2 dataset are taken in portrait
mode and share a similar white background style. Therefore, the diversity of the dataset is low as
only one scene is captured. In a real-world scenario faces are observed in various shape, angle and
style. Therefore, the diversity of MORPH-2 may be insufficient to train the DNN model towards
real-world deployment settings. Analyzing the diversity for each protected feature individually, we
are able to assess how similar the feature, e.g. ethnicity is perceived, which may hint to implications
towards fairness.
We retrieve the OOD scores from the evaluation testset using GLOD on the imbalanced and

balanced DNN model. The OOD-score distributions are visualized independently for each ethnicity
in Figure 7. The results show a difference in predicting ethnicity between the balanced and unbal-
anced DNN model. While the balanced DNN model predict each ethnicity similarly, represented by
a similar OOD-score distribution, the unbalanced DNN-Model varies in its prediction performance.
Since the unbalanced version is trained in majority on Afro-American faces, it’s ability to predict
Caucasian and Asian faces declines, resulting in a lower certainty and therefore higher OOD-score,
which is reflected by the second peak in the unbalanced distributions. Therefore, a visual assessment
of two different distributions of OOD-scores helps in identifying imbalance and guiding criteria
towards equal and diverse perception without the need for assessing the training data.
To statistically validate the effectiveness, we perform two T-tests [81] in order to check for

significant differences between the ethnicity OOD scores. We use two-sided T-tests with a signif-
icance level of 0.95, and use Levene’s test [27] if variances are not similar in order to check the
following: (1) difference between Caucasian scores and Afro-American scores and (2) difference
between Caucasian scores and Asian scores. The T-tests result in significant differences in both
of our comparison’s: (1) T (51565.6) = 131.6,p = 0.00 and (2) T (56801.21) = 52.7,p = 0.00. Those
results follow our hypothesis and demonstrate that the DNN perceives ethnicity different, and
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Fig. 7. Impact of balancing for ethnicity perception (top) and ethnicity OOD-score distribution (bottom)

thus failing the T-test. This leads to the conclusion that models that were trained on unbalanced
datasets will have similar unbalanced OOD-scores distributions and are likely to result in errors
after deployment making the validation technique a viable option to test DNN models, especially
in scenarios where the training data is unknown.

Effectiveness of distribution-aware validation: Comparing the analysis of the models
trained on unbalanced and balanced dataset demonstrates the ability to systematically quantify
deployment readiness by analyzing OOD-score distribution behavior regarding protected fea-
tures. Thereby, besides the improvement in performance and fairness, the presented balancing
approach increases deployment-readiness, too as the DNN model handles diverse settings
among protected features with similar certainty. In addition, we identify distribution-aware
validation supports curating datasets for training fair and accurate DNN models by analyzing
dense OOD-score areas as observed in imbalanced setting which hints towards further re-
quired data to fill the gaps of overall diversity and equal certainty in predicting data of varying
protected features.

4.4.2 Distribution-Aware Data Augmentation. In this study, we curate a dataset utilizing
commonly used benchmark datasets for facial recognition and preserve balance among protected-
features, namely ethnicity and gender to the best of our ability. We identify that available benchmark
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datasets do not enable a similar sample size among ages. Regardless, following Algorithm 1 a dataset
is curated which integrates dataset size maximizing balance and diversity among protected features
based on available data sources as shown in Figure 3. One main motivation of data augmentation is
to further balance the dataset by augmenting data of minority areas with higher priority following
algorithm 2. For distribution-awareness we select different OOD-score thresholds to compare the
effectiveness of similar, diverse and too different or unrealistic augmentations. To measure the
DNN model’s ability to generalize to unknown data and settings we evaluate the retrained DNN
models with the FG-NET dataset, which is unknown and thereby approximates a real-world setting
after deployment.
Utilizing the balanced dataset curated in this work, we compare two common approaches in

generating augmentations, namely AutoAugment [19] and random augmentation. AutoAugment
integrates DNN model for feedback and thereby may have the chance to further increase diversity.
Random augmentation uses manually defined parameters following related work [11, 31, 79] and
randomly generates augmentations in the defined bounds. For both augmentation styles we generate
480,000 face images from which we sample 40,000 for each evaluation setting in defined regions.

Next, we retrieve the OOD scores on the balanced DNN model for all augmentations. Figure 8
presents OOD-score distribution of augmentation dataset compared to the original balanced dataset.
Using different thresholds, we identify that the larger the gap between original dataset and aug-
mented dataset, the more different and diverse augmentations become. For example, at the very
right (quantile q = 0.80) we showcase two augmentations, with AutoAugment (top) and random
augment (bottom). Both augmentations look similar to the original dataset. However, when going
to the very left of the augmentation OOD-score distribution (quantile q = 0.03) the augmenta-
tions show a large difference to the original dataset and therefore integrate the highest diversity.
Nevertheless, realism may be questioned for some augmentation results.

Having analyzed 200+ augmentations from OOD score perspective we identify three thresholds
to reflect unrealistic, diverse, and too similar setting. For each area we sample 40,000 augmentations
and retrain the DNN model in addition to the original training set. As further comparison and
baseline, 40,000 augmentations are sampled randomly from the whole range without any threshold.
The defined areas based on visual observation are defined as follows: For filtering too different
samples the range of OOD-score quantiles 0.03 and 1 is selected. In addition, to filter samples that
are too similar, an upper bound at OOD-score quantile 0.20 is defined.
We assess each area from performance, fairness, and generalization perspectives and compare

AutoAugment with random augmentation approach. For performance, MAE is measured based on
balanced testset. Similarly, the fairness score is retrieved from the same testset. For generalization
MAE is measured on the unknown FG-NET dataset.
Table 4 shows the results of the different augmentation types in combination with OOD-score

areas. From the performance perspective, all augmentation strategies slightly decrease MAE on the
balanced testset and do not show any significant difference among each other, which hints towards
sufficient features in the original training set to handle the balanced testset. From the fairness
perspective, the score decreases by 0 − 8% among augmentation settings, with AutoAugment as
exception, showing a higher ability to preserve fairness among protected features. The higher
fairness observed by AutoAugment hints towards its ability to produce augmentations similar to
each protected feature whereas random augmentation randomly selects the augmentation influence
without retrieving DNN model feedback. From the generalization perspective, the biggest influence
by distribution-aware data augmentation can be observed. the results show that the MAE on the
unknown dataset FG-NET improves for all augmentation settings up to 20.03%. The best setting for
generalization is the one which filters out too similar and unrealistic augmentations using random
augment.
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Table 4. Results for distribution-sensitive augmentation settings (in MAE)

Baseline Unrealistic Filter + Similarity Filter

No Augmentation 0-1 0.03-1 0.05-0.2
Testing Criteria AutoAug StandAug AutoAug StandAug AutoAug StandAug
Performance 3.39 3.62 3.64 3.66 3.70 3.64 3.74
Fairness 0.87 0.85 0.81 0.88 0.79 0.85 0.80

Generalization 7.55 6.84 6.93 6.57 6.55 6.57 6.29

Effectiveness of distribution-aware data augmentation: Overall, adding data augmen-
tation to the training process affects performance and fairness on balanced testset slightly
but significantly enhances generalization, showing the ability to predict unknown inputs
at 20.03% better MAE. Furthermore, integrating distribution-awareness into the augmenta-
tion process provides the ability to filter too similar and unrealistic augmentations, which
further enhances generalization by 10.38% compared to random sampling. Finally, random
augmentation with defined bounds tends to slightly outperform Auto-Augment in regards to
generalization, however underperforms in performance and fairness evaluation. Therefore,
we conclude that Auto-Augment is good for large datasets, where the ability to generalize can
be naturally higher, and random augment is suitable for smaller datasets with small diversity.
Overall, distribution-aware data augmentation indicates a 10.38% increase in generalization
over related augmentation approaches to create DL systems which behave at higher accuracy
to unknown inputs which is often perceived in deployment settings.

4.5 Threat to Validity
The balanced testset could be a threat to validity since its complexity is limited to the public available
data which integrates the necessary information on ethnicity and gender. We try to counter this
by maximizing the ethnicity sample-size distribution for each age following Algorithm 1 and
utilize four different datasets to enhance diversity as well as demonstrate real-world impact. OOD
detection is a very challenging problem as there is no perfect ground truth, which could be a threat
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to validity. To this end, we assess the face images at different OOD scores for empirical validation
and six DNN models with different data source and OOD score areas.

5 DISCUSSION AND RESEARCH GUIDANCE
Based on our results, we pinpoint the following research guidance:

• Evaluation of state-of-the-art. The empirical study shows that commonly used datasets are
imbalanced towards ethnicity or gender. The reported results of related work drop in performance
up to 348.42% when tested with a balanced and diverse testset. When enlarging the study to
industry and an additional baseline from academia, similar low performance is retrieved on the
balanced testset. We conclude as root cause that current SOTA may be trained with imbalanced
and low-diversity training sets, which makes it difficult to compare related work by their reported
results and that most related work is unlikely to perform as reported in their evaluation setting
in a deployment setting when facing unknown and diverse data inputs.
Research guidance: This work takes a first step towards a diverse and balanced testset among
protected features for comparing related work. We identify a large gap between reported and
actual results when evaluating on diverse and balanced setting. A possible direction is to establish
a common facial recognition dataset benchmark for fair evaluation and comparison. Considering
the potential risk in deploying facial recognition applications, a benchmark testset provides
a standardized way to compare most recent advancements and analyze which ones benefit
performance and fairness. Considering the masses of data private and public sector have acquired,
it is likely that necessary resources exist to curate such dataset.
• Implications of unfairness Our results show that the existing DNN systems for age prediction
have significantly different results towards performance and fairness between ethnicity and
gender. None of the evaluated DNN models can be considered fair, with the highest fairness
score by AlexNet of 0.32. We observe that on average female faces are classified 4 years younger
(Azure) and ethnicity are perceived with 5 years difference (AWS). Facial recognition services,
such as Amazon AWS are used by companies and governments around the globe [5]. When
policing warning systems use age prediction services, differences in age play a large role as, e.g.,
younger people tend to commit more crime. Thereby, the relevance of fairness should be high in
DL systems which however is currently not sufficiently addressed in industry and academia.
Research guidance: Following the research direction of the empirical evaluation, quantitative
standards may be developed to verify that facial recognition systems meet quantified fairness
thresholds and therefore classify for sensitive applications. To further stimulate the field towards
performance, fairness and generalization pre-trained DNN models may be publicly accessed,
which are trained on large amounts of balanced and diverse faces following presented enhance-
ments of this work. In natural language processing domain (NLP) this method has shown already
great success in almost all use cases with BERT [22] or GPT-3 [13] which enhanced various
applications as quality level foundation. Similarly, in facial recognition DNN models could be
accessed via public libraries, e.g., Keras or Pytorch, and made available for individual fine-tuning
for applications. This would enable a high baseline for fairness and performance and could
especially help applications with data shortages.
• Effectiveness of enhancements.Given the presented SOTA in academia, balancing the training
data improved MAE by 227.24% and achieved a 4-fold increase in fairness. This improvement is
visualized and compared to SOTA in Figure 9.
Furthermore, the effectiveness of distribution-awareness using OOD-techniques is demonstrated
through integration in the balancing efforts, ensuring that protected features are predicted
similarly and are trained with similar diversity which can be statistically validated using T-test.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of enhancement approach to SOTA and human perception

Thereby, OOD serves as a guiding, control and validation measure for data diversity and DNN
model perception, especially for those cases where the training data is unknown.
Despite our high balancing efforts, not all ages are able to represent a similar amount of protected
features. Therefore, we identify data augmentation as systematic approach to further stimulate
balancing efforts. In addition, we closely analyze OOD-score distribution diversity behavior and
identify that distributions with too high and too low OOD score do not benefit generalization as
they are perceived either too similar or unrealistic. Hence, OOD detection enables filtering such
negatively impacting augmentations to maximize diversity and improve generalization. Overall,
we are able to increase the ability to generalize on unknown data with e.g. new scenes by 20.03%.
Research guidance: A possible direction is further integrating OOD score in the augmenta-
tion process. Currently OOD detection serves as a filtering mechanism. Instead, it may serve
augmentation generation as a guiding mechanism, which controls the diversity and integrates
direct DNN model feedback in the approach. Thereby, we assume to produce augmentations
with highest possible diversity while saving storage.
Commercial guidance: Our data-driven enhancement can be taken as guidance for developing
fair commercial face recognition services. For development, given a dataset, it is important to
analyze the sample-size distribution among protected features and balance the dataset among
these features while maintaining maximum diversity levels. Furthermore, to validate the diversity
of the dataset and the balancing operation, diversity analysis helps to analyze if the DNN model
is able to predict protected features with similar certainty and learned similar diverse data
representations. Due to the difficulty in perfectly balancing and maximizing diversity of a dataset,
missing data can be identified with data augmentation. Using OOD-techniques the most effective
augmentations can be identified to further enhance the ability to generalize. After retraining
with augmentations, the DNN model can be reassessed with a distribution validation to verify
that OOD-score distributions of protected features show similar diversity and certainty. Finally,
a new diverse dataset should be retrieved to test the DNN model’s ability to generalize when
encountering unknown scenes which is likely to be the case after deployment.
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6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we conduct a large-scale empirical study on the state-of-the-art (SOTA) DL-based age
prediction systems from both academia as well as industry and include a human study as comparison,
too. We use the identified strengths and weakness of current SOTA to present distribution-aware
balancing and data augmentation to enhance performance and fairness. Our results show that
the existing DL systems vary in performance with the best system below human performance
of 5.26 years of average error. In addition, ethnicity and gender are predicted on average up to
7.59 years differently which has consequences in fair treatment for human-centric applications
which use age prediction services. Utilizing publicly available benchmark datasets and the proposed
distribution-aware balancing and data augmentation methodology, we are able to enhance the SOTA
DL systems from predicting age with a mean absolute error from 7.70 to 3.39 years. Furthermore,
the enhancements enable the presented DL system to predict age similar between ethnicity and
gender, showing a 4-fold increase in fairness score. This work makes one of the first steps in age
prediction to integrate fairness into the enhancement process, which enables as well as validates
fair and high performing system in the human-centric field of facial recognition.
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Fig. 10. Gender specific perception

Table 5. Age Range 1 - 30 years - Testing Criteria Results for SOTA Analysis on Ethnicity and Gender

MAE Acc 1-off Acc Perc.

Human

Asian 4.35 13.71% 29.38% 0.66
Caucasian 4.09 14.17% 31.46% 1.79

Afro-American 4.35 11.54% 29.86% 1.91
Male 3.76 15.66% 34.28% 1.61
Female 4.41 12.78% 28.79% 1.72

AWS

Asian 4.12 8.52% 30.33% 0.60
Caucasian 3.45 12.85% 37.08% 2.02

Afro-American 5.50 10.29% 30.88% 4.51
Male 4.38 8.98% 34.24% 2.77
Female 3.82 12.66% 33.51% 1.58

Azure

Asian 3.38 9.07% 33.17% 1.27
Caucasian 4.18 7.03% 29.25% 3.12

Afro-American 3.69 13.49% 32.29% 2.96
Male 3.96 8.12% 27.77% 2.96
Female 3.53 11.71% 35.79% 1.89

AlexNet

Asian 14.42 3.59% 9.52% 8.94
Caucasian 13.19 2.95% 8.33% 8.11

Afro-American 14.50 1.61% 4.54% 6.46
Male 13.49 2.37% 6.69% 6.87
Female 14.72 2.22% 6.28% 9.18

DEX

Asian 10.56 2.32% 8.04% 8.65
Caucasian 10.32 5.66% 18.64% 9.72

Afro-American 2.96 13.39% 42.95% 1.71
Male 5.75 10.88% 34.71% 4.83
Female 11.16 4.25% 15.01% 10.37
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Table 6. Age Range 31 - 70 years - Testing Criteria Results for SOTA Analysis on Ethnicity and Gender

MAE Acc 1-off Acc Perc.

Human

Asian 6.93 5.59% 14.05% -4.60
Caucasian 6.55 6.29% 15.90% -1.91

Afro-American 7.79 4.61% 11.95% -5.17
Male 6.09 6.61% 16.77% -0.90
Female 7.18 5.78% 14.51% -3.51

AWS

Asian 9.35 1.96% 8.31% -7.58
Caucasian 9.36 4.67% 11.68% -8.16

Afro-American 13.33 0.97% 5.31% -12.80
Male 8.70 4.15% 11.87% -7.30
Female 12.28 1.68% 5.67% -11.24

Azure

Asian 5.55 5.21% 18.48% -3.55
Caucasian 6.18 7.81% 18.34% -0.45

Afro-American 5.05 6.55% 17.48% -2.49
Male 5.08 7.32% 19.09% -0.97
Female 7.06 4.80% 15.11% -5.00

AlexNet

Asian 21.86 1.08% 3.79% -18.03
Caucasian 19.72 1.36% 4.46% -16.26

Afro-American 17.48 2.92% 7.89% -12.05
Male 17.98 2.39% 6.89% -13.25
Female 20.42 1.42% 4.12% -16.76

DEX

Asian 8.21 4.28% 12.00% -6.57
Caucasian 6.69 5.92% 19.82% -1.62

Afro-American 3.66 9.67% 32.88% -0.79
Male 4.39 8.40% 28.70% -0.59
Female 7.40 6.06% 19.67% -2.97
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